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Outline
1. Motivation 

• Multiple criteria are everywhere – life is full of trade-offs
• Statisticians’ roles in decision-making
• Introduction of examples

2. Define-Measure-Reduce-Combine-Select (DMRCS)
3. Pareto Front basics – objectively removing non-

contenders
4. Deciding among contenders – challenges, strategies, 

facilitating consensus
5. Return to examples to illustrate the process
6. Conclusions
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Why Statisticians in Decision-Making?
“Making good decisions relies on forecasting the 
future, but forecasting is imprecise, …because it forces 
us to confront how much we don’t know.”  C. Duhigg*

Decisions are all about:
- Thinking probabilistically about future alternatives 

(what could happen?, how likely is it?, what do I need 
now to be prepared for each?) “Envision tomorrow as 
an array of potential outcomes, all of which have 
different odds of coming true.”*

- Balancing trade-offs in the presence of uncertainty

- Examples: Job hunting, buying a house, choosing a 
spouse 

* “Smarter Faster Better: The Secrets of Being Productive in Life and Business” (2016)
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Christine’s Axioms of Decision-
Making in a Complex World
1. There are several aspects to the decision which 

need to be simultaneously considered and 
balanced.

2. Subject matter expertise is an essential element that 
needs to be leveraged to make an informed and 
justifiable decision.

3. There are multiple stakeholders who have different 
priorities based on their position, perspective and 
experience.
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Potential Pitfalls in Decision-Making
• Leader dominates process and team members self-

suppress alternate ideas
• Built in biases

• Availability bias – disproportionate influence on readily available information
• Representative bias – thinking a previous decision (where results of the 

decision are known) is a close match for current decision
• Confirmation bias – looking for explanations to match current assessment
• Planning fallacy – overly optimistic about own role, overly pessimistic about 

others’ roles

• Group think
• Informational cascades (first opinion holds disproportionate influence)
• Polarization (becoming more entrenched in original views when hearing 

alternatives)
• Common knowledge effect (tendency to overemphasize information that all 

know, and discount individual team member knowledge)
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Thoughts on the Decision-Making Process from 
Christine Fox*

• Decision-makers are hungry for tools to make      
better decisions.

• It is critical the solutions offered match the actual 
problem being solved.

• Bigger decisions often involve harder choices with 
more difficult trade-offs.

• More senior decision-makers make more decisions 
and have less time to spend on each one.

• Statisticians have tools to participate in the process 
as facilitators and helpers.

*served as acting US Deputy Secretary of Defense and in the Office of the Secretary of Defense 
(from her talk at JSM 2015)
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Roles for Statisticians
• Decision support: 

• The statistician asked to perform analyses or collect data that are 
used as part of a broader collection of information to guide the 
decision. Technical expertise is being sought, but an opinion or 
contribution to the decision is not expected.

• Provide the decision:
• The statistician gathers information to ensure they are answering 

the right question, and then is expected to provide a final answer 
with justification.

• Decision analysis:
• The statistician provides decision support as well as is heavily 

involved in the process, but without the exclusive final say.

Expertise: system is comprised of interconnected process, variation exists 
in all processes, reducing variation and uncertainty are keys to success
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Challenges of Decision-Making
• Articulating how we make decisions is difficult

• Often we have received little or no training in this capacity. 
• Much of our training focuses on univariate objectives or subjectivity of 

priorities for several objectives is ignored or oversimplified
• Comparing multiple criteria requires deep understanding of the 

criteria themselves
• For a single objective, whatever the optimum value is that is the best we 

can do
• For multiple criteria, we need to be able to quantify how important the loss 

of moving away from the optimum as we trade-off
• Shortage of available tools for examining trade-offs
• Leading group negotitions toward consensus requires 

leadership skills and confidence

Shortage of examples in the literature to show how others have done this
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Examples (continued)
1. Stockpile Maintenance Prioritization – managers 

need to determine which stockpiles are in most 
urgent need of investment.

• In a given year, there are limited resources for investment 
(maintenance and surveillance)

• Several competing aspects to decision (time until anticipated problem 
with aging, availability of alternate munitions, consequences of a 
problem)

• Characterizing state of each stockpile needs to be standardized with 
quantitative metrics

• Different stakeholders have polarized priorities based on different 
perspectives
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Examples (continued)
2. Experiment Design Selection – many natural 

metrics for judging the goodness of a design
1. Result in good fit of the model to the data
2. Provide good model parameter estimates
3. Provide good prediction throughout the design space.
4. Provide an estimate of “pure” experimental error.

5. Give sufficient information to allow for lack of fit test.
6. Provide a check on the homogeneous variance 

assumption.

7. Be insensitive (robust) to the presence of outliers in 
the data.

8. Be robust to to errors in the control of design levels.

9. Allow models of increasing order to be constructed 
sequentially.

10. Allow for experiments to be done in blocks.

11. Be cost-effective.

Good estimation and 
prediction for chosen 
model

Ability to test various 
aspects of the model

Protection if things go 
wrong

Flexibility to run and 
expand experiment

Cost

Myers, Montgomery, Anderson-Cook RSM (2016) p. 370
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Good estimation 
and prediction for 
chosen model

Ability to test 
various aspects of 
the model

Protection if things 
go wrong

Flexibility to run and 
expand experiment

Cost

Trust model or
Cover alternatives Size of Experiment

Trade-offs
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Examples (continued)

Yield
(maximize)

Molecular weight
(minimize)

Viscosity
(close to 65)

|Visc – 65|
(minimize)

No universally 
best location Time

Te
m
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3. Multiple Response Optimization – most experiments 
run collect data on multiple attributes. 

Response surfaces are estimated – therefore have uncertainty
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Formalized Process for Balancing 
Multiple Objectives in Decision-Making
• Buying a new car – what would a formal process for 

considering alternative look like?

Define

Measure

Reduce

Combine

Select

- What is important for the right car for me?
- What cars are available to choose between?

- What is the right criterion to measure the important attribute?
- Is high quality data available for the identified criteria?
- Gather relevant information

- Are some aspects secondary in importance? Remove or defer?
- Can some cars be eliminated as implausible or non-contenders?

- How can I evaluate trade-offs between criteria (that are 
probably on different scales)?

- How much do I value the different criteria?

- Which solution is best given my priorities?
- How does this solution compare to other options?
- Can I defend my choice?
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Roles in DMRCS

Define

Measure

Reduce

Combine

Select

Subject Matter Experts Statisticians

Encourage big picture thinking to 
be inclusive, discourage 
premature oversimplification

Identify key aspects for right 
choice, clarify solution space

Translating qualitative measures 
into quantitative metrics, data 
pedigree, uncertainty/variation in 
measurements

Metrics for characterizing aspects 
of interest, gather data

Elimination of non-contendersSelect primary/secondary criteria, 
eliminate implausible solutions

Measures more comparable, 
visualization of alternatives

Interpret range of choice, 
prioritize importance of criteria

Tools for comparing top 
solutions, quantifying relative 
performance

Final selection, description of why 
choice is best
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Revisiting Potential Decision-Making Pitfalls
• Leader dominates process and team members self-

suppress alternate ideas

• Built in biases
• Availability bias, Representative bias, Confirmation bias, Planning fallacy

• Group think
• Informational cascades 
• Polarization
• Common knowledge effect

Process encourages participation and divergent thinking – less leader centric

Having data on multiple criteria encouraged better perspective, more realism

Early parts of process encourage different priorities
Later stages remind of need for compromise

Multiple criteria formally integrated for discussion 
and evaluation
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Pareto Front

Criterion 2

C
rit
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better
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Pareto front
Result for 
individual 
solution

• Choices not on Pareto front are not rational.
• The Pareto front represents the objective set of best solutions for any combination of 

weighting, scaling and DF choices (allowing non‐contenders to be discarded)
• Collection of choices bounds ranges for criterion – gives basis for comparison of alternatives

Utopia Point
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Constructing a Pareto Front
1. From an Enumerated List

• Straightforward for optimizing (minimize, maximize, hit target) for 
any number of criteria

• No practical computational constraints

2. When searching a solution space
• Two distinguishing aspects of search algorithm for constructing PF

a) How do define when algorithm has found an improvement and should 
update

b) Updating PF for each constructed solution
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Already implemented 
in JMP
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The Subjective Phase 
• Complicating aspects:

• Comparing characteristics on different scales – what is 
the equivalent of one unit of cost on the quality scale?

• Different stakeholders have different priorities
• We often have not used a formal process for decision-

making in the past (“when I see the right solution, I will 
know it”)

• We are often tempted to bring in new criteria to help 
validate our gut-feeling favorite

Goal: Provide some graphical and quantitative tools that can help keep the 
discussion focused on defensible solutions and build common understanding

Different tools needed for different situations
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Possible tools: 1. Raw Data

In low dimensions (small # 
of choices & easy to 
visualize) – consider the 
solutions directly

Cost vs Quality

Max Yield

Min Mol Wt

Target Visc

Yield / Viscosity / Molecular Weight

Real limitations on how this scales – often keeps it at the gut-feeling level
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2. Conditional Optimization (Thresholds)
Sequentially, impose constraints 
on criteria, and then optimize the 
last criteria subject to constraints
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Desirability Based Graphical Tools

cost cost qual qualaddDF w d w d 
qualcost

cost qual( ) ( )ww
multDF d d 

Mixture Plot

Trade-off Plot

Synthesized Efficiency Plot

Subjective Elements:
1. Scaling of DF scores, 2. DF form, 3. Weights
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Example 1. Stockpile Maintenance 
Prioritization –determine which stockpiles are in 
most urgent need of investment. Most challenging part was 

facilitating competing priorities

Having process helped!
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TopN-PFS (Burke et al) – software to help with 
process Since we are not 

just looking for one 
top choice, we need 
to think about 
several PF layers

JMP Add-In
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2. Experiment Design Selection – many natural 
metrics for judging the goodness of a design

1. Result in good fit of the model to the data
2. Provide good model parameter estimates
3. Provide good prediction throughout the design space.
4. Provide an estimate of “pure” experimental error.

5. Give sufficient information to allow for lack of fit test.
6. Provide a check on the homogeneous variance 

assumption.

7. Be insensitive (robust) to the presence of outliers in 
the data.

8. Be robust to to errors in the control of design levels.

9. Allow models of increasing order to be constructed 
sequentially.

10. Allow for experiments to be done in blocks.

11. Be cost-effective.

Good estimation and 
prediction for chosen 
model

Ability to test various 
aspects of the model

Protection if things go 
wrong

Flexibility to run and 
expand experiment

Cost

Myers, Montgomery, Anderson-Cook RSM (2016) p. 370
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Robust Parameter Design Experiment 
Example

Lu, Anderson-Cook, Robinson (2011) 

• Process with 4 control (A-D) and 3 noise (E-G) factors

• Goal: create a design that (1) estimates the mean 
model based on the control factors well, and (2) 
estimates the control x noise factor terms well 

• Levels of each of 7 factors:    (-1,0,+1)
• Available budget:                    27-30 runs

Terms involving control 
factors

Terms involving noise 
factors
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Translate Goal into Criteria
Cost:  Total Experiment size:  27, 28, 29, 30

Precision of estimation for mean and variance models:

1

2

X
X

X
 

  
 

-optimalitysD allows focus on subsets of terms in model
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Example – Pareto front for N, Ds-mean, Ds-var
7 27 7 30

100

(3 ) (3 )
10 possible designs

 





44 contenders 
on Pareto front

Still work to be done:
Ultimately only run one design – but now 
know choices and can find what is best 
for needs of experiment 

PAPE (Pareto Aggregating 
Point Exchange) Algorithm

Lu, Anderson-Cook, 
Robinson (2011)
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Cost Cost Dm Dm Dv DvDesirability w C w C w C  

Understanding the Choices

12 designs

44 designs

10100 designs

1 design
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Other Examples for Design Construction
1. Screening Experiment:

– D-optimality                                     [maximize |X’X| ]
– Good estimation of pure error         [maximize dfPE ]
– Good estimation of lack of fit           [maximize tr(R’R) /(m-p)]

2. Split Plot Design
– Good estimation of terms when WP to SP variance ratio is unknown                           [max 

D(0.1), max D(10)]
– Size of experiment            [min N]
– Number of Whole Plots     [min #WP]

3. Sequential Experimentation for Estimating System Reliability
– Good prediction of 

• system reliability                                     [min uncertainty interval]
• mechanical sub-system reliability           [min uncertainty interval]
• electrical sub-system reliability               [min uncertainty interval]

4. Supersaturated Designs
– Avoid correlation between terms in model [min E(s2)]
– Reduce bias on terms in primary model [min tr(AA’)]
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Yield
(maximize)

Molecular weight
(minimize)

Viscosity
(close to 65)

|Visc – 65|
(minimize)

No universally 
best location Time

Te
m
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3. Multiple Response Optimization – most experiments 
run collect data on multiple attributes. 

Response surfaces are estimated – therefore have uncertainty
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Goals:      maximize            target (close to 65)         minimize 

Experiment: 2 factor Central Composite Design with 3 responses
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Optimizing – Finding the Pareto Front

( ) ( ) ( )Yield MW Viscw w w
Yield MW ViscDesirability C C C

Chapman, Lu, Anderson-Cook (2014a & b) 
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How has this changed me?
• Clearer sense of what is objective and what is 

subjective:
• More open-minded about alternative solutions
• Learning more from my colleagues
• Fairer in my assessments (eg. As journal reviewer)

• “This is wrong” versus “I would have done it a different way”

• More thorough in my own decision-making in daily 
life

• More charitable about different opinions, and finding 
it easier to survive the political season 
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Conclusions
• Challenging and realistic decisions have multiple competing objectives
• A structured decision-making process can lead to better results

• Define – making a decision based on the right criteria, avoiding potential biases
• Measure – using good quality quantitative data for comparisons between alternatives
• Reduce – elimination of non-contenders
• Combine – thinking about how comparable alternatives are, visualizing of alternatives
• Select – making the right choice and being able  to quantifying performance

• A flexible set of tools for different stages of the process will help adapt 
the process for different decisions

• Scientists, engineers and statisticians can benefit from early and 
frequent exposure to the decision-making process (presenting 
alternatives, fair pros and cons, defending a decision)
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